1) Please select the **features that are shared by language and other communication systems.** Circle the letters corresponding to the correct answers.

a. Systems use symbols

b. Symbols are organized and used systematically

c. Symbol forms may be arbitrary or iconic

d. Members of a community share the same communication system

2) Please select the **features that make language unique.** Circle the letters corresponding to the correct answers.

a. Language is productive; the number of sentences that can be made is infinite; and new messages on any topic can be produced at any time

b. Language has ways of showing the relationship between symbols

c. Language has mechanisms for introducing new symbols

d. Language can be used for an unrestricted number of domains

e. The symbols can be broken down into smaller parts

f. More than one meaning can be conveyed by a symbol or a group of symbols

g. Language can refer to the past, the future, and non-immediate situations; it is not restricted to the present and the immediate

h. Language changes across time

i. Language can be used interchangeably

j. Language users monitor their use

k. Parts of the system must be learned from other users

l. Language users can learn other variants of the same language

m. Language users use the language to discuss the language